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Installation procedure for Magic Door’s automatic sliding screen door closer. The installation is done 
in 5 minutes without tools! 

Installs Easily! 

Magic Door’s automatic sliding screen door closer installs easily in 3 simple steps… 

Remember: you do not need any tools, but the rail as well as the screen door mechanism should be clean 
and functional. These instructions apply to a patio door frame with two glass doors and a screen door. 

Stick, Thread and Adjust and it’s done! 

 

1- Stick 

Four galvanized metal plates must be glued, two on the exterior side (outside), two inside (home). Simply 
remove the thin film from the adhesive tape and proceed. 

Go outside of the house and close the sliding screen door. 

A- The first metal plate installs vertically as low as possible on the outside of the patio door, in the 
same track where the sliding screen door rests when it is fully open; the ring is in the upper part 
of the metal plate, see https://www.instagram.com/p/BC6JKmmONEu 

B- The second plate is also installed vertically as high as possible on the outside of the patio door in 
the rail where the screen door rests when it is fully open; the ring is in the upper part of the 
plate, see https://www.instagram.com/p/BC6J0gOuNGP 

Go inside the house and close the sliding screen door. 

C- The third plate is installed horizontally inside on the upper part of the sliding screen door, about 
10 cm from the front corner of the screen door; the ring must point towards the direction of 
where the screen door closes, see https://www.instagram.com/p/BC6KOTgONHX 

D- The fourth and last plate is installed vertically, as high as possible between the rail where the 
sliding screen door closes, and the track of the glass door. Be careful not to stick the plate on 
the sliding screen door’s rail or on the glass door’s rail; the ring is in the upper part of the plate, 
see https://www.instagram.com/p/BC6KCeNuNG8 

Go back outside of the house… 
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2- Thread 

A- Grab the end of the elastic that holds a black hook and remove it. Keep it close (the black hook) 
you will need it shortly. Thread the elastic, from bottom to top, in the ring of plate B. Pull the 
elastic downward at least half way. 

B- Grab the elastic and thread it (or push it) between the sliding screen door and the glass patio 
door so that it is visible and accessible from inside the house. 

Go back inside the house… 

C- Pick up the elastic and thread it, from bottom to top, in the ring of plate D. Pull the elastic a bit 
and close the sliding screen door. 

D- Reinstall the black hook on the end of the elastic where it was earlier and attach it (clip it) to 
the ring of plate C. Open the screen door. 

Go back outside the house… 

E- Grab the hanging end of the elastic, thread it from the bottom up, in the ring of plate A and 
attach it to the tensor mechanism which you should find a few inches up. 

3- Adjust 

A- At this stage, using the tensor device, adjust up or down to get complete and smooth closure of 
your sliding screen door. 

It’s done! 

If you wish to share with us your installation experience, please use your Twitter feed or your Facebook 
page with the hashtag #MagicDoorKit. 

If you like taking pictures or post a short video, we would welcome it. Don’t forget to use the hashtag 
#MagicDoorKit if you distribute this material on Facebook or other social media. 

Your feedbacks are very important and greatly appreciated as they will allow us to refine our installation 
procedure. 

Now just get ready for the summer ... "Welcome Amigos, Bye Bye Mosquitos!" 

Thank you for purchasing Magic Door and don’t hesitate to recommend it to all your friends. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Tip: 

For maximum use of your automatic sliding screen door closer, make sure to check and adjust all four 
wheels on your sliding screen door mechanism. 

Your screen door slides hard? The wheels might not necessarily need to be replaced. Check, you might 
just need to adjust them. To do so, please untighten the adjustment screws for all four wheels without 
removing them completely. Be careful as for certain models, tightening (and not untightening) is required 
for removing the tension on the wheels. Once tension is removed on all four wheels, tighten the screws 
gently on the bottom rollers. That will raise the screen door a little so that it is levelled. Then you can 
gently tighten screws at the top of the screen door, just enough so that the wheels rest on the top track 
without putting too much pressure since the top rollers are used as a guide. 

A little lubrication on the rail, never in the casters, and your sliding screen door should roll as new, unless 
of course if the wheels are defective. 


